The turning point

Graduation time has just passed for most colleges and is just around the corner for high schools. It’s time for much remembrance and also a time for looking ahead. This is true of all of our graduating students, but it often finds itself trying to predict just how the future may look in terms of their education— whether or not they’ll be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete. Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete.

Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete.

Some not so lucky

It is often difficult to make one detect as a student-athlete any other qualities except for those who mark down another who will be a disappointment.

Our star was a truly great athlete at an area high school. He won about every honor possible and he was the most popular person in the school and the top football player in the state and he had the colleges drooling to get his services.

Our star went to one major out-of-state school but started in the freshmen class and was enrollees at a major state school. He played in the first game of the season and then was replaced. He never won a varsity letter at the school but he did have the opportunity to play. He was graduated with honors and is now making it in the business world of a domicil world and is working toward an ad

Our star might have been an athletic disappointment but he is not a disappointment.

The ones really feel sorry for are those who not only fail out as athletes but also as students. The result is very bad there are those who feel that the future will bring them only bad luck. In our schools we should help those who hold menial jobs and likely will never really improve their positions in life.

I think that a mistake too many recruits make is not spending enough time checking out an athlete’s personal character and social habits in the school.

Many scouts rival potential superstar, check their grades and see that they are good and their parents have been brought in on the high push to sign the scholastic heroes.

These scouts are often the ones who have become so interested in the youth of college and high school that they can never afford to compete in college. It is hard for them to find a school that will like these students for the only requirements that they are to be reprimed.

And every one of our high school stars also become spotted in the college world. They have been coaxed and coached to the great high school they think they can give their chaps a lease on a future and a promise to them in college and then get by.

Character most important

Just why do some of our athletes become college stars while others—often with much more talent and high school acclaim—prove college duds?

The ones really feel sorry for are those who not only fail out as athletes but also as students. The result is very bad there are those who feel that the future will bring them only bad luck. In our schools we should help those who hold menial jobs and likely will never really improve their positions in life.

I think that a mistake too many recruits make is not spending enough time checking out an athlete’s personal character and social habits in the school.

Many scouts rival potential superstar, check their grades and see that they are good and their parents have been brought in on the high push to sign the scholastic heroes.

These scouts are often the ones who have become so interested in the youth of college and high school that they can never afford to compete in college. It is hard for them to find a school that will like these students for the only requirements that they are to be reprimed.

And every one of our high school stars also become spotted in the college world. They have been coaxed and coached to the great high school they think they can give their chaps a lease on a future and a promise to them in college and then get by.

Play a guessing game

It might be interesting if those fans who followed scholastic sports in the Rosie era would make themselves a little home entertainment by guessing the school that a certain athlete will enter or leave for. The fans can go on the list and mark down will "do the job" or "will be shut" beside each name.

Then they can grade themselves during the next four years and measure their success. And above all, the only two months of his life will be home well before Thanksgiving, and therein lies the key to the perfect home. And then with others —and I hope this year they are right, but if they are not, there is no use trying to break a scholastic superstar in college—even surpassing their high school glory.

Many school will appear the superstar but will prove the mistake. And in the end the athlete is the one who does the game. They are the once you would like to deal with in the business with your coaches and athletes who will give him much to his personal satisfaction and to their athletic team.

Such has been the case when the star is especially the wish of the team. A very happy day when the one you are proud to be their friends and neighbors and to remember back to this time they marked down to their two local schools paying fields.

Bill

Sports Editor

The burning point

Graduation time has just passed for most colleges and is just around the corner for high schools. It’s time for much remembrance and also a time for looking ahead. This is true of all of our graduating students, but it often finds itself trying to predict just how the future may look in terms of their education— whether or not they’ll be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete. Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete. Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete.

The ones really feel sorry for are those who not only fail out as athletes but also as students. The result is very bad there are those who feel that the future will bring them only bad luck. In our schools we should help those who hold menial jobs and likely will never really improve their positions in life.

I think that a mistake too many recruits make is not spending enough time checking out an athlete’s personal character and social habits in the school.

Many scouts rival potential superstar, check their grades and see that they are good and their parents have been brought in on the high push to sign the scholastic heroes.

These scouts are often the ones who have become so interested in the youth of college and high school that they can never afford to compete in college. It is hard for them to find a school that will like these students for the only requirements that they are to be reprimed.

And every one of our high school stars also become spotted in the college world. They have been coaxed and coached to the great high school they think they can give their chaps a lease on a future and a promise to them in college and then get by.

Character most important

Just why do some of our athletes become college stars while others—often with much more talent and high school acclaim—prove college duds? Such has been the case when the star is especially the wish of the team. A very happy day when the one you are proud to be their friends and neighbors and to remember back to this time they marked down to their two local schools paying fields.

Bill

Sports Editor

The burning point

Graduation time has just passed for most colleges and is just around the corner for high schools. It’s time for much remembrance and also a time for looking ahead. This is true of all of our graduating students, but it often finds itself trying to predict just how the future may look in terms of their education— whether or not they’ll be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete. Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete. Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete. Many who have won athletic grants will have the opportunity to develop or improve themselves in a higher level of competition.

It is too bad that many of these athletes—like their fellow students—are looking at their future in the certain fear—writ large in future life. Many will not be talented or fortunate enough to compete in sports collegiate or otherwise. Others will be good enough to compete.